Creating Mailing Labels
Instructions for creating mailing labels from transaction data using
Microsoft Word and Excel.
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Limited Warranty of the CardTool reader and/or CardVisor software
TokenWorks, Inc. (hereafter “TokenWorks”) warrants the TokenWorks CardTool™ reader, the CardVisor™ software, and this
Manual, hereafter jointly or individually the “product” IN ITS ENTIRETY, to be in good working order for a period of 90 days from the
date of purchase. Should this product fail to be in good working order at any time during this warranty period, TokenWorks will, at
its option, repair or replace this product at no additional charge except as set forth below. Repair parts and replacement products
will be furnished on an exchange basis and will be either reconditioned or new. All replaced parts and products become the
property of TokenWorks. This limited warranty does not include service to repair damage to the product resulting from accident,
disaster, misuse, abuse, or modification of the product performed without the prior written approval of TokenWorks.
Limited Warranty service may be obtained by sending the product during the warranty period to TokenWorks. Before sending
material, please obtain an Return Material Authorization (RMA) number by requesting one from TokenWorks. To obtain additional
return and contact information, visit www.tokenworks.com. If this product is to be returned you agree: (a) to insure the product or
assume the risk of loss or damage in transit; (b) to prepay shipping charges to the warranty service location, and (c) to use the
original shipping container or equivalent.
ALL EXPRESS AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES FOR THIS PRODUCT, INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR USE, ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO A PERIOD OF 90 DAYS
FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE, AND NO WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, SHALL CONTINUE
BEYOND SUCH PERIOD. EACH PURCHASER UNDERSTANDS THAT THE TOKENWORKS PRODUCT IS OFFERED AS IS.
TOKENWORKS AND ITS SUPPLIERS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY DAMAGE OR LOSS CAUSED BY
DELETION OF DATA AS A RESULT OF MALFUNCTION, DEAD BATTERY, OR REPAIRS. BE SURE TO MAKE BACKUP
COPIES OF ALL IMPORTANT DATA ON OTHER MEDIA TO PROTECT AGAINST DATA LOSS.
IF THIS PRODUCT IS NOT IN GOOD WORKING ORDER AS WARRANTED ABOVE, YOUR SOLE REMEDY SHALL BE
REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT AS PROVIDED ABOVE. IN NO EVENT WILL TOKENWORKS BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY
DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY LOST PROFITS, LOST SAVINGS OR OTHER INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE SUCH PRODUCT OR FOR ANY CLAIM BY ANY OTHER PARTY,
IRRESPECTIVE OF ANY NOTICE TO TOKENWORKS OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES OR CLAIM.
THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS, WHICH VARY FROM
STATE TO STATE.

Age Verification Calculation Limitations
The CardVisor application is warranted to read the date of birth information encoded on the Magnetic stripe and display
the current age based on current date/time information contained in the handheld computers real time clock (RTC). It will
also read other information on the stripe and present it to the operator. It should be understood that the displayed age
may differ from the actual age of the person presenting the card for any one of a number of reasons. Among the most
likely are:
•
•
•
•
•

the card does not belong to the person presenting the card,
the magnetic stripe has been altered,
the date of birth presented to the issuing authority was misrepresented,
the issuing authority mis-encoded the date of birth on the card,
the handheld computer real time clock is not set to the current date/time.

The above list of reasons is not exhaustive.
State and Local Privacy Laws, Ordinances or Rules
Some states and local government units regulate the who, how and what information from a driver’s license can be
electronically viewed or recorded. Check with the authorities in your jurisdiction before using the CardVisor product.
Purchaser is wholly responsible for insuring full compliance with the laws of the jurisdiction wherein the product is to be
used. TokenWorks fully disclaims any liability for any loss, damages or untoward circumstances that may arise from the
inappropriate use of the product or of the data retrieved through its use.
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Copyright
Printed in the United States of America
3551 Silverside Rd.
Suite 105
Wilmington, DE 19810
www.TokenWorks.com
support@tokenworks.com
Copyright 2002 TokenWorks, Inc.
Information in this document is subject to change without notice. No part of this document may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without
the express written permission of TokenWorks, Inc.
TokenWorks, CardVisor and CardTool are trademarks of TokenWorks, Inc.
Visor and Handspring are trademarks of Handspring Inc.
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About This Document
This document explains how to create mailing labels with Microsoft Word and Excel for license information
captured by the CardVisor™ ID scanner. It assumes the data has been HotSynced from the handheld unit to
a PC, imported in the Microsoft Excel, and saved in a spreadsheet named “export.xls.” See the CardVisor
User manual for instructions on HotSyncing the data and saving it to Excel.

Creating Mailing Labels
What follows is a the step-by-step process of creating mailing label using Microsoft Word and Excel will be
described. It is assumed the reader has some familiarity with these programs and has already created an
Excel spread sheet named ‘export.xls’ from the data stored in the MemoPad application. See the
HotSyncing the Memo Pad and Importing MemoPad Data to Microsoft Excel sections of the CardVisor user
manual for details on how to accomplish this if not already done.

Introduction
Microsoft Word 2000 and 2002 have built in features to creating mailing labels and mail merge documents.
This document shows how to create mailing labels using the CardVisor transaction saved in Excel
spreadsheet name ‘export.xls.’ This spreadsheet will be the source of information for the mailing labels, so it
is necessary to have this file ready before you start.
Shown on the right is the
Excel file ‘export.xls.’ The
mail label creating process
will use just the first 5
columns of the
spreadsheet that have the
first name, last name,
address, city, state, and zip
code information. The
other columns are not
applicable for mailing
labels.
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Open Microsoft Word and select Tools->Mail Merge...

The Mail Merge Helper dialog box will launch.
There are three steps to creating the mailing labels.
The first step is to specify the name and type of
document to be created. For mailing labels, the
merge type should be set to ‘Mailing Labels’ and the
file name set to something that will be appropriate
for the current mail merge.
Press the ‘Create’ button.

Setting the Merge Type

When the ‘Create’ button is pressed, several
different types of documents types will be presented.
This manual describes how to create mailing labels
but with if desired, one could also create form letters
and envelopes.
From the drop down list, select ‘Mailing Labels’
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After select the Mailing Labels option,
the Mail Merge Helper will ask if you
want to change the document type or
create a new main document. Since
the current document should already
be a new document (note: this
assumes you just started the Word
application before following these
instructions), select ‘change document
type.’
If the current document already has
information in it (which means Word
was already being used when you
started these directions) and you do not
want to loose it, then select ‘New Main
Document’
Selecting the Data Source
The second step in the process is to
select the data source which is where
the address information is stored. In
this case, the data source should be the
Excel spread sheet that holds the
exported MemoPad data. In this
example, the file name is ‘export.xls’
Select Open Data Source. This will
open a file open dialog box titled ‘Open
Data Source’.

Select the directory that the ‘export.xls’
file is stored in. Locate the file and
either double click on it or type it into
the File Name box and press the ‘Open’
button.
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Highlight ‘Entire Spreadsheet’ and hit
OK.
For those interested in more advanced
options, it is possible to enter a cell
range instead of the entire
spreadsheet. However, it probably is
easier to edit the spreadsheet so that it
only has the desired data than to try to
use the cell range feature to extract the
desired data.
This is the end of the selecting the data
source section.
Set up the Main Document
Hit the ‘Set Up Main Document’ button.
This step specifies the specifics of the
label (size, type, what fields are
included)
Select the Label manufacture, size, and
type of printer to be used. There are
hundreds of different combinations
possible. In this manual, a standard
Avery 5260 address label (1” high x
2.63” wide) and comes on an 8 ½” x
11” sheet of paper.
Select the appropriate label and printer
information and hit OK.
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In the next few steps, the particular fields will be
placed at the desired locations on the label.
Since the excel spread sheet does not have titles
on the columns, the first row is shown when the
‘Insert Merge Field’ button is pushed.
Select the first name and then the last name for
line one of the label. Then move to the second
line and insert the street address. Then move to
the third line and select the city, state and zip
fields.

This is what the complete mailing label will look
like after completing the steps above.
To insert a Postal Bar code, hit the ‘Insert Postal
Bar Code’ button.

After hitting the ‘Insert Postal Bar Code’ button,
select the field, which has the zip code.
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Here the zip code field is being selected.

After selecting the zip code field, the completed
mailing label will look like. The Bar Code will
match the zip code for the mailing label.

This is the end of setting up the main document
section.
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Merging the data
You’re almost done!
Check the information displayed in
parts one and two of the Mail Merge
Helper screen. See the image on the
right for what should be displayed. If
everything is as expected, hit the
‘Merge’ button shown under the
number 3.

The Merge button will launch this dialog
box. The first item to be set is the
‘Merge to’ option. Set this to new
document. The records to be merge
can be all or a specified range. Again,
its probably easier to select All and
edite the Excel spread sheet exclude
undesirable records. The last option iis
the ‘When merging records’ option. Set
this to ‘Don’t print blank lines when
data fields are empty’.’ When set, hit
the Merge button.
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Show below is the new document created by the merge process. Each row from the Excel spreadsheet will
be a separate label and if the Postal Bar code was used, then it will be printed on each label. At this point,
the document can be saved and/or printed to the printer using the standard Word save and print
commands.
Congratulations!

End of document
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